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Dear Mr. Ruben,

The fellowship funds I received from Equal Justice America allowed me to intern with the HIV
Unit at Manhattan Legal Services this summer. My internship was a great experience that
enhanced my desire to practice public interest law with a focus on legal services in particular.
Throughout the internship I worked on legal issues for low-income New Yorkers suffering from
HTV7AIDS related to public benefits, HIV-status based discrimination, housing, and health care.
I also had the opportunity to work on an excessive force/false imprisonment case against the
NYPD that was unrelated to HIV/AIDS.

One significant case I worked on this summer involved a disability benefits appeal to the New
York Office of Disability Adjudication and Review. The client was a 51-year old HIV-positive
man with a myriad of other health problems including chronic liver disease, chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease, hepatitis C, and depression. I spent a significant amount of time preparing
authorizations, writing letters, and compiling the client's medical records so that they could be
submitted to the judge before the disability hearing. I also did research on the social security
disability listings and prepared a pre-hearing brief laying out the client's disability claim. I met
with the client several times and rehearsed the questions and answers that would be asked at the
hearing. Finally, I represented the client at his disability hearing on August 7,2013. My
supervising^^

Another case I worked on this summer involved an eleven year-old boy who was arrested,
handcuffed, and taken to the police station by the NYPD after his school principal discovered he
had a plastic toy gun in his backpack. The child was not charged with any crime and he won a
suspension hearing that had him reinstated at his school. My responsibilities for the ease
included meeting with the client and his grandmother several times for interviews, researching



relevant law related to the possible causes of action against the NYPD and the school, preparing
an inter-office memorandum on the case, and drafting a complaint.

My summer with Manhattan Legal Services was the exact type of internship experience that I
was looking for. I am currently staying on with the organization as an extern this fall. I also hope
to obtain a fellowship that will allow me to work here after I graduate next year. Thank you and
EJA for affording me this tremendous opportunity.

Sincerely,

Alexander J. McHugh
Fordham University School of Law
J.D. Candidate May 2014






